Reporting Criminal Activity
Please note that in all instances of crime the Safety for All team
(safety@ceic.cc) would like to be notified; however, it is very important to
keep reporting crime so that the City can provide adequate safety services
to our area. Level of coverage is determined by the amount of reporting.

Helpful Tips
When communicating with a dispatcher for 911 or non-emergency, request contact
and a follow up call - that will be logged.
Any time a police officer shows up there is an incident # created.
Ask for the incident number or call number. This records how many times you have
called.
Make sure to report identifying information to connect it to the same case number including name and date of birth if possible.
If no one shows up, make sure to report online that it was delayed or that no one
arrived.
If an officer arrives and a crime has been committed, request a report be written,
especially if they do not offer.
If a crime has not occurred, a report will not be written (i.e. an unwanted person who
leaves when police ask wouldn’t be documented in an actual report, but an incident
number is still generated). Officer do not currently have bandwidth to write reports for
non-criminal incidents.
Recommend that people in charge of safety / main point person wear a vest so they
are easily identifiable by first responders.
In any major crime or mental health incidences, please make our safety team and staff
aware so that we are informed and can adjust safety coverage as needed in areas.
safety@ceic.cc
*Enhanced Crisis Intervention Team (ECIT). These officers will be the first responders
dispatched by 9-1-1 to crisis calls that are determined to be related to an individual with
mental illness. ECIT officers receive additional training in order to; identify risks during a
behavioral crisis, utilize crisis communication techniques to help deescalate a person in
crisis, and have knowledge of available community resources.

For more information about how to access services please visit:
www.ceic.cc/centraleastsidetogether/

